Grain Refinement Mechanism and Evolution of Dislocation Structure of Co–Cr–Mo Alloy Subjected to High-Pressure Torsion
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Ultrafine-grained materials often possess superior mechanical properties owing to their small grain size. The high-pressure torsion (HPT) process is a severe plastic deformation method used to induce ultra-large strain and produce ultrafine grains. In this study, the grain refinement mechanisms in the Co–28Cr–6Mo (CCM) alloy, evolution of dislocation density as a result of HPT and its effects on mechanical properties were investigated. The dislocation density and subgrain diameter were also calculated by X-ray line profile analysis. The microstructure of the CCM alloy subjected to HPT processing (CCMHPT) was evaluated as a function of torsional rotation number, N and equivalent strain, εeq. Strain-induced γ→ε transformation in neighboring ultrafine grains is observed in CCMHPT processed at εeq = 2.25 and εeq = 4.5. Low-angle crystal rotation around the [110] fcc direction occurs in different locations in the same elongated grain neighboring ultrafine grains, which suggests the formation of low-angle grain boundaries in CCMHPT processed at εeq = 2.25 and εeq = 4.5. Two possible grain refinement mechanisms are proposed. The maximum dislocation densities, which are 2.8 × 10^18 m^-2 in γ phase and 3.8 × 10^19 m^-2 in ε phase, and maximum subgrain diameters, which are 21.2 nm in γ phase and 36 nm in ε phase, are achieved in CCMHPT processed at εeq = 9. HPT processing causes a substantial increase in the tensile strength and hardness owing to the grain refinement and a significant increase in the volume fraction of ε phase and dislocation density.
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1. Introduction

To date, several techniques of severe plastic deformation (SPD), such as equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP), high-pressure torsion (HPT), accumulative roll bonding (ARB), and cyclic extrusion compression (CEC) are being used to process coarse-grained materials to realize ultrafine microstructure by inducing heavy strain.1–4 Among these techniques, HPT processing induces the highest strain, which achieves the smallest grain size, and is most preferable for laboratory applications.1,3,5–8

Previously, various metallic materials have been subjected to HPT processing such as titanium, aluminum, steel and magnesium.5,9–13 Recent studies have also reported that the microstructure of pure cobalt (Co) can be refined to the nanoscale by HPT, thereby resulting in promising mechanical properties such as tensile strength and hardness. The ultimate tensile strength and hardness of nanocrystalline pure Co are 750 MPa and 3530 MPa, while those of the coarse-grained pure Co are 210 MPa and 1700 MPa, respectively.14,15 In addition, HPT has been applied for achieving grain refinement in Co-Cr-Mo alloys, which have attracted wide interest owing to their spectacular mechanical properties such as high tensile strength and hardness.16–18 Furthermore, inducing strain to Co-Cr-Mo alloys leads to strain-induced γ→ε phase transformation.19 Therefore, HPT processing that results in enormous strain in metallic materials may induce the γ→ε phase transformation in Co-Cr-Mo alloys. The formation of the ε phase is another effect of HPT processing for improving the strength of Co-Cr-Mo alloys, in addition to the formation of ultrafine-grained microstructure, and they strongly affect the deformation behavior in Co-Cr-Mo alloys subjected to SPD.2,19–24 Increasing tensile strength and hardness in the Co-Cr-Mo alloy using HPT processing has been reported in a previous study.25

The present investigation was motivated by two main subjects. First, the production of ultrafine-grained materials via HPT processing has gained significant importance from both academic and industrial aspects. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the grain refinement mechanism during HPT processing to enable further developments for producing ultrafine-grained materials. So far, various investigations have been reported about the evolution of microstructure and change in mechanical properties of ultrafine-grained materials fabricated by different SPD techniques.2,3,26,27 However, the grain refinement mechanism of Co-Cr-Mo alloys in particular has not been clearly identified, and there are only a limited number of findings about the deformation mechanism of pure Co during SPD.24 Therefore, the grain refinement mechanism needs to be clarified for further developments in producing ultrafine-grained Co-Cr-Mo alloys and for improving their mechanical properties.

An additional objective of this study is to explain the evolution of the dislocation structure produced during HPT pro-
cessing. The large amounts of dislocations induced by HPT processing are crucial elements in the grain refinement process. Controlling the dynamic balance between the generation and annihilation of dislocations plays an important role in grain refinement. Further, the $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon$ phase transformation may contribute to grain refinement via the formation of $\varepsilon$ platelets, which may further be refined, and these $\varepsilon$ platelets may cause the refinement of $\gamma$ phase grains by subdividing them. Consequently, it is concluded that controlling the phase transformation and dislocation structure is related to grain refinement. A better understanding of the grain refinement mechanism may help to generate ultrafine-grained materials.

Therefore, the aim of this work is to elucidate the grain refinement mechanism and evolution of dislocation structures in Co–28Cr–6Mo alloy during HPT processing, and to clarify their effect on the mechanical properties of this HPT-processed alloy.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1 Materials

A cylindrical rod of a hot forged Co–28Cr–6Mo (mass%, CCM) alloy with a diameter of 25 mm and a length of 50 mm was used in this study. The chemical composition of the CCM alloy is listed in Table 1. The rod was subjected to a solution treatment at 1473 K for 3.6 ks in vacuum (hereafter designated as CCMST). The CCMST rod was machined to disk-shaped specimens with a diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of 1 mm for HPT processing. In addition, some of the CCMST plates were subjected to cold rolling with a thickness reduction ratio of 50% (CCMCR).

2.2 High-pressure torsion (HPT)

The CCMST disk was subjected to HPT processing (hereafter designated as CCMHPT) under quasi-constrained conditions, through which the lower anvil was rotated for $0.25, 0.5, 1, 2$ and $5$ times ($N$) with a rotation speed of 1 rpm ($0.1220 \text{ rad s}^{-1}$) under a pressure of 6 GPa in air at room temperature. The equivalent strain, $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$, at a distance $r$ from the disk center was estimated by the following equation:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2\pi r N / t \sqrt{3} \quad (1)$$

where $N$ is the rotation number and $t$ is the specimen thickness. $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ was calculated according to eq. (1) as a function of distance from the disk center for $N = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2$ and 5. As a result, the values of $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ are 2.25, 4.5, 9, 18 and 45 for $N = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2$ and 5 at the half radius ($r = 2.5 \text{ mm}$), respectively.

2.3 Microstructural characterization

The microstructures of CCMST, CCMCR and CCMHPT were investigated by X-ray line profile analysis (XLPA) using a convolution multiple profile fitting method. The measurement position for XLPA analysis is shown in Fig. 1 (b). The obtained XRD profiles were fitted using a theoretical profile, $I$, which is a product of the convolution of size, strain, and instrumental profiles:

$$I = I_s \otimes I_m \otimes I_i \quad (2)$$

where $I_s$ is the profile of the size of the smallest unit of a crystal aggregate, $I_m$ is the profile of the microstrain, and $I_i$ is the profile of the microstrain
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(a) Positions for TEM analysis and hardness measurement, and (b) XRD analysis on disk sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloying element</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Chemical composition of hot forged CCM alloy (mass%)
profile of the instrument effect.

It has been reported that, crystallite diameter obtained from XLP indicates the subgrain or cell diameter bounded by small-angle grain boundaries or dipolar walls. The area-weighted size \( \langle X \rangle_{\text{area}} \) was then estimated by CMWP fitting as follows:

\[
I_\delta(s) = \int_0^\infty M \sin^2(M\pi s) \left( \frac{\log (M/m)}{\sqrt{2\sigma}} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \frac{M}{m \sqrt{2\sigma}} \right) \text{d}M
\]

\[
\langle X \rangle_{\text{area}} = m \exp(2.5\sigma^2)
\]

where \( m \) and \( \sigma \) are the parameters of the lognormal distribution function, \( \log m \) is the median and \( \sigma \) is the variance of the normal function. The variable of the size profile \( s \) can be expressed as:

\[
s = \frac{2 \sin \theta}{\lambda} - \frac{2 \sin \theta_N}{\lambda}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-rays. The values of \( \theta \) and \( \theta_N \) are the scattering angle and the exact Bragg position, respectively.

\( I_m \) used in CMWP fitting was presented with its Fourier transform equation as follows:

\[
I_m(s) = \int \exp(-2\pi^2 L^2 k^2 \langle \delta_{\varepsilon, L} \rangle^2) \text{d}L
\]

where \( k \) and \( L \) are the absolute value of the diffraction vector and the Fourier variable, respectively. \( \langle \delta_{\varepsilon, L} \rangle \) is the mean square strain defined as follows:

\[
\langle \delta_{\varepsilon, L} \rangle^2 = \left( \frac{b}{2\pi} \right)^2 \rho C f \left( \frac{L}{R_e} \right)
\]

where \( \rho, C, b, R_e \) and \( f \) are the dislocation density, the contrast factor of the dislocations, the absolute value of Burgers vector, the Wilkens function and the effective outer cut-off radius of dislocations, respectively.\(^{31-33}\) In order to clearly demonstrate the dislocation arrangement during deformation, a suitable dimensionless parameter \( M(M = R_e/\rho) \) was introduced.\(^9\)

Finally, the instrumental profile \( (I) \) was prepared using the XRD profile of standard LaB\(_6\) powders.

### 2.5 Mechanical tests

An Instron-type testing machine was used for evaluating the tensile properties of CCM alloys. The tensile tests were conducted at room temperature with a cross-head speed of 8.33 \( \times \) 10\(^{-6} \) m s\(^{-1} \), which is equivalent to an initial strain rate of 6.94 \( \times \) 10\(^{-3} \) s\(^{-1} \). The tensile test specimens were obtained from disk-shaped samples. The geometric shape of the tensile specimens was as described in a previous study.\(^{25}\) These specimens were wet-polished using water-proof emery papers up to \#1500 and thinned to a cross-sectional thickness of 0.5–0.6 mm (i.e., material up to a depth of ~0.2–0.25 mm is removed from the two different surface directions).

Hardness measurements were carried out using a Vickers microhardness tester with a load of 4.9 N for a dwell time of 15 sec on the surface of a coin-shaped specimen as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The surfaces of the specimens were polished to the half radius positions, \( r_h \) (material up to a depth of ~0.25 mm from the surface direction is removed). The measurements on the surface were performed at an interval of 1 mm from center of the disk-shaped specimen to the edge along the radius direction.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Microstructure

The volume fractions of the \( \gamma \) phases in the CCM\(_{ST}\) and CCM\(_{HPT}\) specimens were calculated by performing XRD analyses at the \( r_h \) positions. Intensities of \( \{001\}_\gamma \) and \( \{1011\}_\gamma \) XRD peaks were integrated and quantitative analyses on the volume fraction of the \( \gamma \) and \( \epsilon \) phases were carried out.\(^{34}\) The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 2. CCM\(_{ST}\) only contains single face-centered-cubic (fcc) \( \gamma \) phase. However, there is an obvious evidence for \( \gamma \rightarrow \epsilon \) martensitic transformation during HPT processing. The volume fraction of the \( \epsilon \) phase increases to around 87% even with processing at low \( \epsilon_{\text{eq}} \) (CCM\(_{HPT}\) processed at \( \epsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25 \)). Then, the volume fraction of the \( \epsilon \) phase slightly decreases when \( \epsilon_{\text{eq}} \) exceeds 9, and it subsequently saturates.

With increasing strain during HPT processing, \( \gamma \rightarrow \epsilon \) martensitic transformation occurs as shown in TEM bright field images (see Figs. 3 (a) and (g)) and confirmed by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (see Fig. 3 (c)) and dark field (DF) images (see Figs. 3 (k) and (l)). According to SAED pattern in Fig. 3 (c), the \( \epsilon \) phase has the Shoji-Nishiya ma (S-N) orientation relationship\(^{35}\) with the parent \( \gamma \) phase as \( (001)_\gamma / (111)_\gamma \) and \( BD = [110]_\gamma / [110]_\gamma \). Ultrafine microstructure in the neighborhood of \( \epsilon \) martensites has been observed via high-magnification TEM images, as shown in Figs. 3 (b) and (h) and confirmed by SAED patterns in Figs. 3 (e) and (i). Diffracted ring patterns in Figs. 3 (e) and (i) indicate the formation of ultrafine-grained microstructure consisting of dual phases, i.e., a combination of \( \gamma \) and \( \epsilon \) phases. Therefore, TEM images in Figs. 3 (a) and (g) present the coarse-grained and ultrafine-grained microstructure of CCM\(_{HPT}\) processed at \( \epsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25 \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{eq}} = 4.5 \). Nanocrystalline grains in Figs. 3 (b) and (h) exhibit blurry and wavy morphologies and their grain boundaries show low misorientation angle. In addition, the evolution of \( \gamma \rightarrow \epsilon \) phase transformation.

---

![Fig. 2. Volume fractions of \( \epsilon \) phases in CCM\(_{ST}\) (\( \epsilon_{eq} = 0 \)) and CCM\(_{HPT}\) processed at \( N = 0.25 \) (\( \epsilon_{eq} = 2.25 \)), \( N = 1 \) (\( \epsilon_{eq} = 9 \)), \( N = 2 \) (\( \epsilon_{eq} = 18 \)), and \( N = 5 \) (\( \epsilon_{eq} = 45 \)) obtained from XRD analyses.](image-url)
Fig. 3  (a) and (b) TEM bright field images, (c) and (e) SAED patterns corresponding SAED area 1 and 2 in (a), (d) and (f) key diagrams of (c) and (e), respectively, for CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq/uni} = 2.25$. (g) and (h) TEM bright field images, (i) SAED pattern corresponding SAED area in (h), (j) key diagram of (i), (k) and (l) DF images corresponding area for DF1 and DF2 in (g), for CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq/uni} = 4.5$ (measurement position 1). (m) TEM bright field image, (n) SAED pattern corresponding SAED area in (m), (o) key diagram of (n), and (p) and (r) DF images taken from $\gamma$ phase variant 1 and 2 spots shown with arrows in (n) for CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq/uni} = 4.5$ (measurement position 2). $\gamma$ phase, $\varepsilon$ phase variant 1, and $\varepsilon$ phase variant 2 are indicated in yellow, red and green, respectively, in the key diagrams of the SAED patterns.

Fig. 4  (a), (b), (c) and (d) TEM bright field images, (e) SAED pattern corresponding SAED area in (b), (f) key diagram of (c), and (g), (h) and (i) nanobeam diffraction patterns of areas shown with arrows as NBD 1, 2 and 3 in (c), for CCMHPT processed for $\varepsilon_{eq/uni} = 2.25$. (j), (k), (l), (m) and (n) TEM bright field images, and (o) SAED pattern corresponding SAED area in (l), (p) key diagram of (o), (r) and (s) nanobeam diffraction patterns of areas shown with arrows as NBD 1 and 2 in (k), for CCMHPT processed for $\varepsilon_{eq/uni} = 4.5$. 
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can be identified in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$. The average width of the $\varepsilon$ martensite platelets is around 100 nm in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$. The occurrence of $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon$ martensitic transformation and existence of two different $\varepsilon$ phase variants are confirmed by the SAED pattern in Fig. 3 (n). The relationship of (001)$_\varepsilon$//(111)$_\gamma$ and BD//[110]$_\varepsilon$ for $\varepsilon$ phase variant 1 and that of (001)$_\varepsilon$//(111)$_\gamma$ and BD//[110]$_\varepsilon$//[110]$_\gamma$ for $\varepsilon$ phase variant 2 can also be identified. The intersecting $\varepsilon$ martensite platelets in the network are aligned in different directions. The average width of $\varepsilon$ martensite platelets is around 80 nm according to Figs. 3 (p) and (r).

In Figs. 4 (c) and (k), a large number of ultrafine grains were seen coexisting with some micro-scale grains. HPT processing causes a microstructure consists of coarse grained and nanocrystallines at CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$ and $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$. In addition, TEM images in Fig. 4 suggest that the elongated grains are possibly subdivided into the equiaxed ultrafine grains. Nanobeam diffraction (NBD) patterns with a small misorientation angle are detected in neighboring positions in the same elongated grain, indicating the occurrence of low-angle crystal rotation around [110] $\gamma$ direction inside the elongated grains for both CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$ (see Figs. 4 (c), (g) and (h)) and CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$ (see Figs. 4 (j), (r) and (s)). In addition, the $\varepsilon$ phase transformation occurs, as suggested in Fig. 4 (i) for CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$. The crystal rotation and formation of the $\varepsilon$ phase occur in the same elongated grain. Newly formed nanograins are presented in TEM bright field images in Figs. 4 (b) and (l) and confirmed by diffracted rings in Figs. 4 (e) and (o). Nanocrystalline grains in Figs. 4 (b) and (l) exhibit blurry and wavy morphologies. At higher magnifications, it is possible to distinguish the low-angle grain boundaries and existence of dislocation tangles, indicatives high strain and high density of dislocations in Figs. 4 (b), (a), (l) and (m). In addition, TEM SAED patterns in Figs. 4 (e) and (o) indicate that diffracted beams tend to form ring patterns at CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$ compared to CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$, indicating that grain refinement develops with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$. Most of the elongated grains that are ~300 nm in width and ~2.5 $\mu$m in length show a high dislocation density for CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$. Further increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ with increasing $N$ changes the morphology of the elongated grains. The width and length of the elongated grains decrease with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$. Most of the elongated grains in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$ are ~100 nm in width and ~900 nm in length, as shown in Figs. 4 (j) and (k). In addition, there is a decreasing in prevalence of elongated grains in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 4.5$ compared to that in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$. In addition, high magnification TEM bright field images in Figs. 4 (d) and (n) show that elongated grains contain subgrains or cells. Figure 5 summarizes the the occurrence of grain refinement induced by $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon$ transformation and subdivision of elongated grains according to Figs. 3 and 4.
Dislocation densities ($\rho$) of CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ alloys as a function of $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ are shown in Fig. 6. The dislocation densities for $\gamma$ and $\epsilon$ phases in CCM$_{\text{CR}}$ are smaller than $10^{13}$ m$^{-2}$ and $-0.6 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$, respectively. Firstly, HPT processing causes the accumulation of dislocations and dislocation densities in $\gamma$ and $\epsilon$ phases significantly increase through HPT processing to $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25$ compared to that in CCM$_{\text{Ck}}$. The dislocation densities continue to increase, and then, they reach the maximum $-2.8 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$ for $\gamma$ phase and $-3.8 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$ for $\epsilon$ phase at $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$. A balance between accumulation and annihilation of dislocations is achieved at $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$. The latter, dislocation densities tend to decrease with increasing $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ through HPT processing.

Subgrain diameters ($d$) of CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ alloys as a function of $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ are shown in Fig. 7. The subgrain diameter of the $\gamma$ phase in CCM$_{\text{CR}}$ is larger than that in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$, while that of the $\epsilon$ phase in CCM$_{\text{CR}}$ is smaller than that in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$. The subgrain diameter of the $\gamma$ phase decreases, while that of the $\epsilon$ phase increases with HPT processing. After $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ is over than 9, subgrain diameters of $\gamma$ and $\epsilon$ phases in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ are saturated. Figure 8 shows the dislocation arrangement parameters, $M$, of CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ alloys as a function of $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$. $M$ parameter gives valuable information about the arrangement of dislocations. The $M > 1$ indicates weak screening of dislocation fields, while $M < 1$ indicates strong screening of dislocation fields. When $M$ is smaller than 1, the dislocations are suitably arranged in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$. The $M$ parameters of the $\gamma$ and $\epsilon$ phases are $-0.96$ and $-1.17$ at $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25$, respectively, and then, they decrease with increasing $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ through HPT processing. The increasing $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ from $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25$ to $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$ causes a decrease in $M$ parameter due to the arrangement of dislocations, even though the dislocation density in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ at $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$ is higher than that in CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ processed at $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25$. Furthermore, the $M$ parameter of CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ decreases from $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$ to $\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 45$, owing to the arrangement of dislocations and decreased dislocation density.\(^9\)

3.2 Mechanical properties

Figure 9 shows the tensile properties of CCM$_{\text{ST}}$ ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 0$), CCM$_{\text{CR}}$ (horizontal lines), and CCM$_{\text{HPT}}$ processed at $N = 0.25$ ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25$), $N = 1$ ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9$), $N = 2$ ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 18$) and $N = 5$ ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 45$) as a function of equivalent strain ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$) or rotation number ($N$).
Further, the UTS of CCMHPT decreases slightly with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ to 18, and then saturates as the $\varepsilon_{eq}$ further increases.\(^{10}\) The elongation of CCMHPT processed at different $\varepsilon_{eq}$ shows close values, which are much lower than that of CCMST and comparable with that of CCMCR.

Hardness distributions of CCMST (horizontal line) and CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq}=2.25$ ($N=0.25$), $\varepsilon_{eq}=9$ ($N=1$), $\varepsilon_{eq}=18$ ($N=2$) and $\varepsilon_{eq}=45$ ($N=5$) are shown in Fig. 10. Hardness of CCM alloy increases significantly through HPT processing compared to that in the ST condition. It is also realized that the hardness of CCMHPT increases from the disk center to the edge. The hardness of CCMHPT seems to be almost constant for different $N$ at the half radius position in the surface of specimens. CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq}=9$ ($N=1$) and $\varepsilon_{eq}=45$ ($N=5$) have the greatest hardness at the center and edge positions, respectively.

4. Discussion

4.1 Microstructural evolution

Figure 2 showed that the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase in CCM alloys significantly increased through HPT processing at $\varepsilon_{eq}=2.25$ and 9 in comparison to that in the ST condition. The volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase then slightly decreased with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ to 18, and saturates with further increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$. Generally, the phase transformations were enhanced by increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$. However, previous studies on pure Co\(^{15,39}\) and steel\(^{5}\) processed by HPT have reported the decrease in the volume fraction of $\varepsilon$ phase through HPT processing, which could be attributed to a possible reverse transformation.\(^{23,38}\) It has been reported that a reverse $\varepsilon\rightarrow\gamma$ transformation occurred in Co, when the grain diameter was below 100 nm. Local fcc packing sequences were formed by deformation in nanocrystalline pure Co. Increasing deformation led to accumulation of a large number of fcc packing sequences, and $\varepsilon\rightarrow\gamma$ transformation occurred.\(^{15,25,39,40}\) These views can be used to interpret the decrease in the volume fraction of $\varepsilon$ phase in CCMHPT alloy after increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ to 18 in the present study.

Figure 3 showed the $\gamma\rightarrow\varepsilon$ martensitic transformation accompanied with the occurrence of grain refinement in CCMHPT alloys. In previous studies, it has been reported that the $\gamma\rightarrow\varepsilon$ martensitic transformation may contribute to grain refinement in two respects for pure Co.\(^{24}\) First aspect, the $\gamma\rightarrow\varepsilon$ martensitic transformation causes the formation of refined $\varepsilon$ platelets. The formation of $\varepsilon$ martensites in different directions results in an intersecting network structure of $\varepsilon$ martensites. This network structure can lead to refinement of coarse martensite platelets into nanoscale. Second aspect, already formed $\varepsilon$ platelets are considered to be grain boundaries to subdivide the $\gamma$ grains thereby inducing the $\gamma$ grain refinement.\(^{24}\) A similar effect to the abovementioned second aspect has been reported on mechanical twins in stainless steel\(^{41}\) in which twin-twin intersections subdivided coarse grains into sub-microscale blocks, and these gradually resulted in the formation of subgrain boundaries. In the present study, an intersecting network composed of densely distributed $\varepsilon$ martensite plates with various variants and nanograined microstructure can be observed simultaneously in CCMHPT alloy when $\varepsilon_{eq}$ increases to 4.5. These results support the grain refinement mechanism related to $\gamma\rightarrow\varepsilon$ martensitic transformation as mentioned above.

TEM images in Fig. 4 give information about another grain refinement mechanism. The microstructure of CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq}=2.25$ mainly consists of parallel bands of elongated grains. These extended parallel band boundaries are also called lamellar-type boundaries.\(^{23}\) The boundaries of elongated grains with dark contrasts were shown with red arrows in Figs. 4 (d), (j) and (n). Nanobeam diffraction patterns indicate the occurrence of low-angle crystal rotation around the [110] $\gamma$ direction and formation of $\varepsilon$ phase in one elongated $\gamma$ grain in CCMHPT alloys. The occurrence of crystal rotation is attributed to dislocations that are distributed throughout the grains as a result of HPT processing and that rearrange and aggregate to form dislocation cells in order to reduce the total strain energy. Subsequently, dislocation rearrangement develops increasing the misorientation between the cells (crystal rotation) thereby causing the formation of low-angle and then high-angle grain boundaries. Hence, elongated grains are subdivided, and equiaxed grains form through HPT processing. The newly formed nanograins show dislocation tangles and moire patterns inside them, which are evidences for high density of dislocations.\(^{30}\) The elongated grains and low-angle grain boundaries caused by dislocation arrangement predominantly distribute in CCMHPT at $\varepsilon_{eq}=2.25$, which may result in promising mechanical properties according to a previous study.\(^{9}\) For CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq}=4.5$, the elongated-grains microstructure is not as predominant as in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq}=2.25$. This is because increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ results in further refinement of elongated grains, thereby inducing a decrease in their prevalence, length, and width. The schematic illustration for the two grain refinement mechanisms as mentionaboved was given in Fig. 5.

The existence of two different grain refinement mechanisms raises the question that what affects the preference towards to either of the grain refinement mechanisms. Previ-
ously, it was suggested by Kireeva and Chumlyakov that 
<110>-oriented austenitic grains (fcc) transformed to mar-
tensites most easily during the tension in single-crystal Fe-
Cr-Ni stainless steels,\textsuperscript{42} and it was observed that <100>-ori-
ented austenitic grains that were parallel to the rolling 
direction showed slower transformation, whereas the <111>-orien-
ted grains that were parallel to the rolling direction 
showed much faster transformation in rolled stainless steel.\textsuperscript{43}
In addition, based on calculated Schmid factors, Zang \textit{et al.} 
reported the easy martensitic transformation in Cube- and 
Goss-oriented austenitic steel during tension and the difficul-
ty in martensitic transformation in <111>-oriented austenite 
during compression.\textsuperscript{44} Based on these results, it can be in-
flected that the preference towards to either of grain refine-
ment mechanisms might be related to the initial orientations 
of the \(\gamma\)-phase grains in the CCM alloy. If the initial grain 
orientations are suitable for martensitic transformation, grain 
refinement is more likely to occur over the mechanism that 
closely related to the \(\gamma\rightarrow\varepsilon\) martensitic transformation.

The dislocation density of the CCM alloy significantly in-
creased through HPT processing, as per Fig. 6. The disloca-
tion density of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} alloys reached the maximum value at 
\(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9\), which indicated that an equilibrium state between 
generation and annihilation of dislocations was achieved in 
this condition. Maximum values of dislocation density in \(\gamma\) 
and \(\varepsilon\) phases of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9\) are 2.8 \times 
10\(^{16}\) m\(^{-2}\) and 3.8 \times 10\(^{16}\) m\(^{-2}\), respectively which are higher 
than those of other metals, i.e., Cu,\textsuperscript{45} Al\textsuperscript{12} and Al-Mg\textsuperscript{46} alloys 
subjected to SPD, and similar to that of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-
4.6Zr (TNTZ) subjected to HPT.\textsuperscript{47} Dislocation density of 
\textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} decreases at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} > 9\). This is because that the annhi-
lation of dislocations becomes more predominant than the 
generation of dislocations thereby causing a decrease in dislo-
cation density. In a previous study about \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}},\textsuperscript{25} it was 
reported that low-angle grain boundaries in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} 
processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} \leq 9\) could transform to high-angle grain bound-
aries in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} when \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\) increases to 45. This result shows 
a correspondence to the occurrence of annihilation of disloca-
tions and decreasing of dislocation density in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} with 
a further increased \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\).

Figure 7 showed the subgrain diameters of \(\gamma\) phase and \(\varepsilon\) 
phase in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} at various \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\) compared to those of \textit{CCM}_{\text{CR}}.
The subgrain diameter of \(\gamma\) phase in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} was lower than 
that of \textit{CCM}_{\text{CR}} and its value decreased to a minimum when 
\(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\) increases to 9, and then saturated with further increasing 
\(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\). Previously, it has been reported that grain refinement by 
SPD is controlled by a dynamic balance between hardening 
rate due to dislocation accumulation and recovery rate by dis-
location annihilation, which finally results in an equilibrium 
structure with a minimum grain diameter and saturated disloca-
tion density.\textsuperscript{47} The minimum average grain diameter is de-
termined by both intrinsic material properties and extrinsic 
processing conditions.\textsuperscript{48–50} Therefore, the evolution of sub-
grain diameter of \(\gamma\) phase in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} is closely related to the 
generation and annihilation behavior of dislocations caused 
by HPT-induced high strain. However, the subgrain diameter of 
\(\varepsilon\) phase in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} is larger than that of \textit{CCM}_{\text{CR}}; the value 
increases from \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\) to \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 9\), and then saturates. This 
phenomenon can be explained by the growth of \(\varepsilon\) phase under 
strain. It has been reported that the nucleation and formation 
of \(\varepsilon\) phase occur with the motion of Shockley partial disloca-
tions.\textsuperscript{20,35} Then, formed thin \(\varepsilon\) layers accumulate and it re-
sults in \(\varepsilon\) phase growth. Thus, the higher strain induced by 
HPT processing results in the formation of a large number of 
\(\varepsilon\) layers by dislocation gliding and accumulation; this leads to 
the formation of \(\varepsilon\) phases with larger subgrain diameter than 
that of \textit{CCM}_{\text{CR}}. Then the subgrain diameter of \(\varepsilon\) phases in 
\textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} increases with increasing strain which promotes the 
formation and accumulation of \(\varepsilon\) layers, and it finally satu-
rates which is considered to be related to the balance between 
generation and annihilation of dislocations at subgrain bound-
aries.

XRD profiles provide information about the screening of 
strain fields, which is related to dislocation density and dislo-
cation arrangement. If the strain fields of individual disloca-
tions are screening each other, the total distortion in the lattice 
is lower that yields a smaller value of \(R_s\). Strong screening of 
strain fields of dislocations occurs when dislocations are ar-
ranged into dipoles or low-angle grain boundaries. As the 
screening of strain fields of dislocations becomes stronger, 
the value of the dislocation arrangement parameter (\(M\)) be-
comes smaller, which suggests the better arrangement of 
dislocations. Figure 8 showed that except for the \(M\) parameter of 
the \(\varepsilon\) phase in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\), all other \(M\) 
parameters showed values smaller than 1, indicating that 
dislocations were suitably arranged in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}}. The \(M\) parame-
ter values of the \(\gamma\) and \(\varepsilon\) phases in \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} decrease with 
increasing \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}\) which indicates the development in the dislo-
cation rearrangement with increasing strain.

4.2 Effects of microstructural evolution on mechanical 
properties

Figure 9 exhibited the tensile properties of CCM alloys. The 
UTS of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\) (~1709 MPa) 
was much greater than that of \textit{CCM}_{\text{ST}} (~1041 MPa). This in-
crease in the UTS is due to the increased volume fraction of 
the \(\varepsilon\) phase,\textsuperscript{9,34} formation of nanostructured subgrains sur-
rounded with low-angle grain boundaries, and accumulation of 
dislocations induced by HPT processing and grain refine-
ment.\textsuperscript{10,51,52} Tensile properties of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\), which has the highest tensile strength among all 
\textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} conditions in our study, were compared with those 
of the other CCM alloys including fine-grained and bimodal 
structured CCM alloys. Hot forged CCM alloy (\textit{CCM}_{\text{HF}}) re-
ported by Yamanaka \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{53}, which shows the smallest aver-
geage grain diameter compared to other CCM alloys in litera-
ture, was selected as fine-grained CCM alloy for comparison.
The UTS and 0.2\% proof stress of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\) 
(~1709 MPa and ~1528 MPa) are even greater than those of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HF}} (~1450 MPa and ~1330 MPa). In addition, 
the UTS of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\) is also greater 
than that of bimodal structured CCM alloy (~1300 MPa)\textsuperscript{53}). 
Abovementioned phenomenon is attributed to that the aver-
age grain diameter of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} processed at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 2.25\) in 
nanometerscale (~84 nm) is smaller than that of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HF}} (~0.8 \mu m)\textsuperscript{53} and bimodal structured CCM alloy consisting of 
fine-grained and coarse-grained regions, which has an aver-
geage grain diameter around 2–5 \mu m in fine-grained region and 
36.8 \mu m in coarse-grained region\textsuperscript{54}. The UTS of \textit{CCM}_{\text{HPT}} 
was still high but decreases slightly at \(\varepsilon_{\text{eq}} = 18\) in comparison
to those at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$ and 9, and it subsequently saturated at $\varepsilon_{eq} > 18$. Further, 0.2% proof stress of CCMHPT was almost constant with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ from 2.25 to 18, and then it decreased at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 45$. This slight decrease in the strength is attributed to a slight decrease in the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase and decrease in the dislocation density. The decrease in the $M$ parameters with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ also shows a good correspondence to the arrangement of dislocations in subgrain boundaries, and evolution of low-angle grain boundaries to high-angle grain boundaries. Considering the abovementioned results of CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$, it is concluded that HPT processing causes a drastic increase in tensile strength. However, HPT processing results in a significant loss in ductility and CCMHPT becomes almost brittle. The elongation of CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$ (~1%) is comparable with that of CCMHF (~2.5%), even if the volume fraction of the $\gamma$ phase is greater than that at the center of the disk for the $\gamma$ phase. The elongation of CCMHF processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$ (~2.5%) even if the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase is around 20% for bimodal structured CCM alloy. Vickers hardness of CCMHPT was compared with that of bimodal structured CCM alloy. Vickers hardness of CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 9$ ($N = 1$) at half radius (~521 HV) is greater than those of fine-grained (~480 HV) and coarse-grained (~440 HV) regions of bimodal structured CCM alloy. The greater hardness obtained in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 9$ ($N = 1$) is attributed to its smaller grain diameter and higher volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase (the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase is around 20% for bimodal structured CCM alloy)\(^{54}\). In addition, the hardness of CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 9$ ($N = 1$) almost does not differ with increasing distance from the center of the specimen, $r$ (2, 3, and 5 mm), which may be because of the achieved microstructural homogeneity.\(^{55}\) This phenomenon is similar to that of austenitic steel,\(^{55}\) pure Ni\(^{56}\) and pure Cu.\(^{57}\) The hardness at the edge position is greater than that at the center of the disk for the same $N$ at CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$, 18 and 45 ($N = 0.25, 2$ and 5), which is attributed to the increased $\varepsilon_{eq}$ at the edge position according to (eq. (1)). The increase in the hardness is attributed to increase in the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase and grain refinement.\(^{25}\)

5. Conclusions

The grain refinement mechanisms, the evolution of the dislocation density, and relationship between microstructural evolution and mechanical properties in the CCM alloy subjected to HPT processing were investigated. The obtained results are as follows:

1. $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon$ phase transformation occurs in CCMHPT and the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase drastically increases through HPT processing in comparison to that of CCM$_{3T}$.
2. Two different grain refinement mechanisms are proposed for the CCM alloy through HPT processing: first, the formed $\varepsilon$ martensitic platelets subdivide the $\gamma$ grains thereby resulting in grain refinement. Second, elongated grains are subdivided into the equiaxed ultrafine grains through formation and development of subgrains and $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon$ phase transformation.

3. The dislocation densities in the $\gamma$ and $\varepsilon$ phases in HPT processed CCM alloys increase with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ and reach their maximum values of $-2.8 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$ and $-3.8 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$, respectively, at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 9$, which suggests the achievement of a balance between generation and annihilation of dislocations. The dislocation densities of the $\gamma$ and $\varepsilon$ phases tend to decrease and their subgrain diameters tend to saturate with further increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ to the value over 9.

4. The UTS of the CCM alloy significantly increases with HPT processing to $\varepsilon_{eq} = 2.25$. Further, it slightly decreases in CCMHPT processed at $\varepsilon_{eq} = 18$ attributed to the decreased volume fraction of the $\varepsilon$ phase and reduced dislocation density, and then, it saturates.

5. The hardness of CCMHPT increases with increasing distance from the center of the disk. Additionally, the hardness saturates with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$ at the half-radius position and the edge position of the specimen. This saturation in hardness is attributed to the achievement of microstructural homogeneity along the radial direction of the specimen with increasing $\varepsilon_{eq}$.
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